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Setting the Scene 
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 The Battle of Brody (other names in use include Battle of Dubna, Battle 

of Dubno, Battle of Rovne, Battle of Rovne-Brody) was a tank battle 

fought between the 1st Panzer Group's III Army Corps and XLVIII Army 

Corps (Motorized) and five mechanized corps of the Soviet 5th Army 

and 6th Army in the triangle formed by the towns Dubno, Lutsk, and 

Brody between 23 and 30 June 1941. It is known in Soviet 

historiography as a part of the "border defensive battles". Although the 

Red Army formations inflicted heavy losses on the German forces, they 

were outmanoeuvred and suffered enormous losses in tanks. Poor 

Soviet logistics, German air supremacy as well as a total breakdown in 

Red Army command and control ensured victory for the Wehrmacht 

despite overwhelming Red Army numerical and technological 

superiority. This was one of the most intense armoured engagements in 

the opening phase of Operation Barbarossa and one of the largest tank 

battles of World War II. 



Scenario Rules 
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Rules Rapid Fire v2. 

 

Disposition at start of game as per slide DISPOSTIONS. 

 

For the first 2 moves no air attacks allowed in order for players to organise their air defence when  bringing them on table. 

 

During their phase of a turn each side rolls a die 3 in order to see how may aircraft they receive. They then can choose 

what types. If they wish they can choose fighters that then stay on table to intercept any enemy aircraft in the next phase. 

At the end of that phase these fighters are taken off table.   

 

Infantry may attack moving vehicles using the heroic action rule. The infantry will still need a 6 for the heroic action, 

followed by a 5 or 6 to hit and a 1 for light damage, 2 for heavy and 3 for destroy.  

 

Transport used by artillery and to tow guns can be taken off the table once their cargo has deployed. They then can be 

retuned if the cargo wishes to be transported again. If the cargo is destroyed the transport automatically is destroyed. 

 

If a crewed weapon is destroyed, its crew is also automatically destroyed. 

 

Vehicles and infantry may also move, fire and move as long as the distance travelled does not exceed its max movement 

distance. 

 

Recon units may be attached to btns individually. They spot for that btn for direct fire. If a spotting target is seen by the btn 

recon unit either automatically or by chance test, the btn units inside the recon spotting distance also see the target. Only 

one recon unit at a time may be attached to a btn. 

 

German LMG`s. Add 1 to the fire effect D6 throw for German inf and 2 for the Panzer Grenadiers. Page 88 rule 13.1 

 



Dispositions 
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Armoured Veh`s 
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Artillery 
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Off Table Artillery & OP`s 
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 The German firing points for their 

off table artillery is shown on the 

figure to the left. As they are off 

table they have a max range of 96”. 

 

 Each artillery unit in the game has 

one dedicated artillery OP as per 

the ORBAT`s. These can only spot 

for their guns and if destroyed 

cannot be replaced. These OP`s 

should be marked at the start of the 

game as to which guns they control. 

Their targets can only be enemy 

units that the battle group the guns 

are attached to are threatened by or 

attacking 

 

 Recon units cannot spot for artillery. 

 

 Btn commanders can sport for 

support units in their commands as 

per page 63 of the rules (8.76 & 77). 

They cannot spot for artillery 

btns/batteries. 



AA Guns 
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AT Guns 
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German ORBAT 
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11th Panzer Div 

11 



Kampfgruppe Angern   

119 Schtzen Regiment  

 

32 inf and 12 in supporting 

units. Total of 42. Btn tests 

as a whole at 20 figures 

and sub units in others 

circumstances as per rules 
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Kampfgruppe 

Angern  

Artillery  

Regiment 119 

 

Test morale by 

gun 
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Kampfgruppe 

Riebel 

Panzer Regt 7 
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Kampfgruppe 

Riebel 

Panzer Recon 

Btn 

May operate as complete company or have individual vehicles attached to other 

btns in the Kampfgruppe. If this is the case these attached recon units act as 

the eyes for that btn as per the recon observation rules for the game. Only one 

recon veh can be attached to a btn at one time. When attached individually they 

test morale independently.  15 



16th Panzer 

Div 

16 



Kampfgruppe 

Sickenius 

Panzer Regt 2 
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Kampfgruppe 

Sickenius   

Artillery  

Regiment 16 

 

Test morale by 

gun 
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Kampfgruppe Sickenius   

64 Schtzen Regiment  

 

32 inf and 12 in supporting 

units. Total of 42. Btn tests 

as a whole at 20 figures 

and sub units in others 

circumstances as per rules 
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Kampfgruppe Sickenius   

FlaK-Kampf-Truppe 

 

Test morale by gun 
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XXXXVIII 

ArmeeKorp 
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A/T Btn 

22 



Inf Btn 
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33 inf and 17 in 

supporting units. 

Total of 50. Btn 

tests as a whole at 

20 figures and sub 

units in others 

circumstances as 

per rules 

 



Inf Btn 
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33 inf and 17 in 

supporting units. 

Total of 50. Btn 

tests as a whole at 

20 figures and sub 

units in others 

circumstances as 

per rules 

 



 197th Assault Gun Btn 
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Artillerie Regt 3rd Btn  (105mm 

How) 

26 



Soviet ORBAT 
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15th Mechanized 

Corps 

28 



10th Anti-Aircraft Battalion 

2 x 37mm AA Gun  AT class 4/single barrel 37-40mm AA gun (page 99 rules) 

max crew 4 min crew 2. Test morale by battery. 

 

2 x ZIS Truck movement rate (when towing) 24inch road/12inch cross country 

soft skin F class 
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10th Howitzer Regiment 

2 x 122mm Mod 1938 howitzer class 3/HE 12 points table 4 maximum crew 5 

minimum crew 2. Test morale by battery. On table IDF max range 120 inch 

 

2 x ZIS Truck movement rate (when towing) 24” road/12” cross country soft skin 

F class 
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10th Motorized 

Infantry 

Regiment 

 

 
Total number of 

figures in btn:- 

 

27 inf and 10 in 

supporting units. 

Total of 37. Btn 

tests as a whole at 

20 figures and sub 

units in others 

circumstances as 

per rules 
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10th Recon Battalion 

May operate as complete btn or have individual vehicles attached to 

other btns in the 15th MC. If this is the case these attached recon units 

act as the eyes for that btn as per the recon observation rules for the 

game. Only one recon veh can be attached to a btn at one time. When 

attached individually they test morale independently.  
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20th Tank Regt Regt HQ 

Units test morale independently 
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20th Tank Regt 1ST Btn 

34 



20th Tank Regt 2nd Btn 

35 



20th Tank Regt 3rd Btn 

36 



20th Tank Regt 4th Btn 

37 



99th Inf Div & Airborne 

Troops 

38 



1st AT Brigade 

39 



1st Soviet Reduced Strength Rifle Regt 

The Regt HQ, AT 

Battery & mortars 

test morale 

independently. 

 

Each of the inf 

btns has 22 

figures and tests 

morale at 11 

casualties. sub 

units in others 

circumstances as 

per rules 
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Airborne Btn 204 Airborne Brig 

41 



8th Mechanized Corp 
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12th Anti-Aircraft Battalion 

2 x 37mm AA Gun  AT class 4/single barrel 37-40mm AA gun (page 99 rules) 

max crew 4 min crew 2. Test morale by battery. 

 

2 x ZIS Truck movement rate (when towing) 24inch road/12inch cross country 

soft skin F class 
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12th Recon Btn M/C Company 

May operate as complete company or have individual vehicles attached 

to other btns in the 8thth MC. If this is the case these attached recon 

units act as the eyes for that btn as per the recon observation rules for 

the game. When attached individually they test morale independently.  
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67th Tank Regt Regt HQ 

Units test morale independently 
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67th Tank Regt 1ST Btn 

46 



67th Tank Regt 2ND Btn 

47 



67th Tank Regt 3RD Btn 

48 



67th Tank Regt 4TH Btn 

49 



34th Motorized 

Infantry 

Regiment 

 

 
Total number of 

figures in btn:- 

 

27 inf and 10 in 

supporting units. 

Total of 37. Btn 

tests as a whole at 

20 figures and sub 

units in others 

circumstances as 

per rules 
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Composite Tank Battalion 

51 



27th Motorized 

Infantry 

Regiment 

 

 
Total number of 

figures in btn:- 

 

27 inf and 10 in 

supporting units. 

Total of 37. Btn 

tests as a whole at 

20 figures and sub 

units in others 

circumstances as 

per rules 
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145th Anti-Tank Battalion  

53 



23rd Artillery Regiment  

54 



Tank Regt 
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